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The author discusses various uses '"or low-capacity microwave
links (LCML), Unlike multicharinel (long-line) systems, LCML's
are found in both fixed (stationary) and transportable versions,
including the highly mobile kind installed on a variety of
motor vehicles. An essential LCML characteristic is that these
are, as a rule, single-trunk links capable of being rapidly
returned over a wide frequency band, while in nost cases multichannel radio-relay lines operate exclusively on fixed frequencies assigned to each trunk during the manufacturing stage at the
plant. The author points out that the introduction of the timedlvision principle to LCML's has proven convenient, but he also
Indicate» certain shortcomings of systems with time division
of the cluinnels. Soviet sciontists have studied a system featuring a teciinlque known as interval pulse-time modulation (IPTM),
which utilizes fully the .statistical properties of speech
traffic, including occupancy (busy-condition) statistic:: {:vs
in SW systems).
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breakdown.

Kquipmei

and in many countrli
ordinarily wide fret
LOW-CAFACTTY MICROWAVE COWUWICATION LINKS

circuitry, design, t
be found with 2, 3,

Hi« flr«t radio-relay (microwave) link«, which thirty years ago first
cane to b>i used as a new means of rajlo communication, had a limited channel
capability.

In various portions
of gigaherz.

The simples: of thesa links were In effect conventional ultra-

short-wave radio stations uatng relay facilities to achieve incoosed range.
Experience In the operation of the-je relay stations pointed to the advisability
of employing superhlgh frequencies for the establishment of long-line radio
links and showed the construction and operation of such stations to be not
merely not overly burdensome,, but on occasion even advantageous as a means
of maintaining communications bott. between the two terminal sites as well as
with the areas surrounding the intermediate stations.

The reason for
and bands is to be f
for use only In spec
for oblast-wlde (reg:
in terminal equlpmenl
oil pipeline links.
consDon features apeci
systems as an indeper

Since the moment of Its inception, microwave communication has developed
along two principal lines:

transmitted on a single carrier frequency and the exploitation of ever higher
frequency bands.

Ing facility.

a continuing Increase in the number of channels

In modern microwave systems a single high-frequency trunk

may handle as many as 600, 900, 1920, and even 2700 telephone channels.
Despite this, however, low-capacity microwave links (LCML) have not lost
their importance and continue to perform a vital function in the radio com'

A number of has!
cited.

One of these,

unlike multichannel (
tlonary) and transpor
led on a variety of n
pipeline sector, natui

munlcations area.

actual construction ol
The extremely broad class of LCML's Includes microwave links operating

are also needed to pre

within the limits of "1 ine-of-sight" (as opposed to tropospheric links) with

There are substantial

a capacity of as many aa 60 channels, although this Is. of course, an arbitrary

circuitry and equlpmen
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breakdown.

Equipment for such links is produced and noerated in the USSR

and in many countries of the world.

The systems themselves cover an extra-

ordinarily wide frequency band and differ markedly in channel capacity,

HON LINKS

circuitry, design, transmitter output, modulation modes, etc..

LCML's may

be found with 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 12, 24, 48, and 60 telephone channels operating
which thirty years ago first
nlcation, had a limited channel

in various portions of an enormous waveband stretching from 50 MH;. to tens
of gigaherz.

In effect conventional ultrales to achieve increased range,
■tlons pointed to the advisability
Eabllshment of '.ong-Ilne radio
Mi of such stations to be not
even advantageous as a means
I two terminal sites as well as

The reason for this profusion of LCML circuit arrangements, designs,
and bands Is to be found in the fact that many of these links are engineered
for use only in bpecia! operational conditions - for example, micro-.-ave links
for oblast-wlde (regional) telephone-telegraph traffic differ considerably
in terminal equipment design from rail-transport control clxcults or gas and
oil pipeline links.

Nevertheless, despite the differences, there are certain

common features specific to all LCML's which make It possible to discuss these

Utlons.

f

systems as an independent and largely self-contained class of radio engineer-

rave comnunlcation has developed

ing iaci-llty.

läse in the number of channels
A number of basic characteristics of low-capacity microwave links can be
the exploitation of ever higher
cited.

One of these, of a structural nature, relates to the circumstance that,

a single high-frequency trunk
unlike multichannel

(long-line) systems, LCML's are found in both fixed (sta-

i 2700 telephone channels,
tionary) and transportable versions, including the highly mobile kind installinks (LCML) have not lost
led on a variety of motor vehicles.

In the rail transport and gas and oil

;•! function in the :adlo compipeline sector, naturally, fixed links are called for; however, during the
actual construction of these roads and pipelines, mol-i.e microwave facilities
les microwave links operating
id to tropospheric

links) with

this is, of course, an arbitrary

are also needed to provide communications between the building organizations.
There are substantial dii ferences in the design and, occasionally,
circuitry end equipment makeup of fixed and mobile LCML's.
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Another systems feature of the LCML consists in its use not only of the

«--

suppression characteristic than

classical methods of channel frequency-division and frequency modulation (SSB-

plus the fact that with pulse t:

FM), as adopted In multichannel long-line microwave circuits, but of channel

tion of pulse interference can I

time-division and a variety of pulse-modulation modes.

synchronization systems *■**t th*

Of the many known pulse-

modulation modes, LCML's have employed only pulse-phase modulation (PPhM),
pulse-code modulation (PCM)

t

of their effect.

and delta-modulation ^> ^\ which are used in

conjunction with amplitude or frequency modulation of the SHF transmitter
(for example, PPhM-AM or PCM-FM systems).

Along with these positive I
called to certain shortcomings t
These iaclude, first and forerooi

Finally, yet another essential LCML characteristic lies in the fact that

fluctuating interference in com

these are, as a rule, single-trunk links capable of being rapidly retuned

those with PCM and delta-modulat

over a wide frequency band, while in most cases .ault[channel radio-relay

modulated systems.

lines operate exclusively on fixed frequencies assigned to each trunk during

Is negligible; as the channelize

the manufacturing stage at the plant.

and in 24-channel systems with i

The introduction of the time-division principle to LCML's has proven
convenient piimarily because, with the channels divided on a time basis,

Provided th<

dimensions, receiver sensitivity
atlon noise In the t^le^hone chs
in an SSB-FM system may, accord!

messages transmitted over the link can be easily discriminated (inserted or
dropped out) at the intermediate stations with no limitations whatever with
respect to the number of discriminated channels and with no effect on their
electrical parameters.

This Is an Important feature on relatively short

6.7— U.S.
The difference actually obs
that Indicated, as a consequence

radio links designed for branched comnunicatlon systems, but one which is

transient noise Is added to the

virtually unnecessary in the case of multichannel long-line systems which

transient m>ise Is intelligible,

require only the tapping of large groups of channels at a limited number

the fluctuation noise).

of points.

deviation, the total noise power

Since F

1.3 — 2 times greater because of
An additional advantage of the time-division systems Is that certain
the real noise power ratu In th
of them, such as, for example, those with PCM, show a far better noise-
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suppresölon characteristic than in the case of other modulation modes ' ^,

uency modulation (SSB-

plus the fact that with pulse transmission methods the effect on link opera-

uits, but of channel

tion of pulse interference can be reduced through the use of noise-resistant

Of the many known pulse

synchronization systems ^ ^, the detection of false pulses, and the suppression

modulation (PPhM),

of their effect.

', which are used in
i« SHF transmitter

Along with these positive features, however, attention stuuld also be
called to certain shortcomings of systems with time division of channels.
These Include, first and foremost, the fact that the nolse-reslstance to

lies in the fact that

fluctuating Interference In conventional time-division systems (other than

ig rapidly retuned

those with PCM and delta-modulation) is somewhat less than In amplitude-

innel radio-relay

modulated systems.

to each trunk during

Provided the number of channels Is small, this difference

is negligible; as the channelization Increases It takes on greater significance.
and in 2^-channel systems with identical average transmitter output, antenna
dimensions, reeei/er sensitivity, etc., the ratio jf the power of the fluctu-

LCML's has proven
ation noise In the telephone channels of a PPhM-AM system to the noise power
on a time basis,
in an SSB-FM system may, according to some sources

(2, 4)

, attain values of

•inated (Inserted or
6.7—11.8,
itions whatever with
i no effect on their

The difference actually observable in real systems will be less than

relatively short

that indicated, as a consequence of the fact that in SSB-FM systems nonlinear

, but one which Is

transient noise Is added to the fluctuation noise (whereas in PPhM-AM systems

line systems which

transient noise is intelligible, of low anpHtude, and thus does not Increase

a limited number

the fluctuation noise).

Since FM systems are designed for optimum frequency

d"viat*on, the total noise power In the telephone channel will actually be
1.5—2 times greater because of nonlinear transients, and, consequently,
BS

Is that certain

■r better nnlse-

the real noise power ratio in the telephone channels of the systems under

'
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trunk lines betveen ant

comparison will be no nor« than 3—5.

Th« Soviet Union is

Another defect of the moat widely encountered systems with channel tlroedlvlsion, auch as, for example» certain pulse-code-modulatlon systems, ia
their failure to exploit the statistical properties of the messages transmitted (as in SSB-FM systems) and the fact that in order to achieve a prescribed signal/noise ratio in the telephone channels fairly steep pulse fronts
nust be transmitted.

This latter circumstance results in PCM-AM systems

microwave equipment for i
LCML's arc largely stand
with respect to the spec
most part operate in CCI
manufactures only those
Wherever there is no nee

occupying a larger frequency band than SSB-FM systems.

of low-capacity microwav
Finally, it is noteworthy that a characteristic of all systems with
channel time-division and pulse modulation Is their unauitabillty for multichannel links having more than 24—28 channels.

ment, the equipment Is p
from Hungary, the M24-40

However, by partially ex-

ploiting the statistical properties of the voice message and employing in-

In the Soviet Union

stantaneous compander (pre-emphasis) techniques, the number of channels in

of limited-channel micro

a PCM system can be increased to 60, as in one of the systems produced by
the Siemens firm.

And even this doe, not exhaust the possibilities of time-

full-scale production as
with frequency division
of 2 telephone and 2 tel

division pulse-modulation systems.

employed vacuum tubes th
Soviet scientistc have studied a system featuring a technique known as
Interval pulse-time modulation (IPTM) **', which utilises fully the statistical properties of speech traffic, including occupancy (busy-condition) stdtlstics (as in FM systems), as a result of which systems employing this form of
modulation can accoimodate as many as 100 or more channels.

It would appear,

hovever, that IPTM systems will not be used on branched communi-ation networks because of the complexity of the group drop-and-lnsertion filters at the
Intermediate stations.

channel pulse systems wl
ties were also of the tu
transistorization, altho
equipment.

By way of ex

generation of domestic 2
have low-channel radlo-r
including the SHF Instru

IPTM systems can be most effectively used for links
One such l.CML. deal

designed to transmit a lar^e volume of voice traffic between two points (e.g.,
M

^ Contalner[y - an unatt
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tcred systtms with channel tiroe>code-modu1atIon systems, in
wttiM* of the messages transIt In order to achieve a preinnels fairly steep pulse fronts
results In PCM-AM systems

The Soviet Union is the producer of a sizable quantity of low-capacity
microwave equipment for national economic needs.

Domestically produced

LCML's are largely standardized as to electrical characteristics, particularly
with respect to the specifications of their telephone channels, and for the
most part operate in CCIR-recomnended spectral regions.

Soviet Industry

manufactures only those LCML types which are required In heavy quantities.
Wherever there is no need for large-scale production of .i particular kind

systems.

of low-capacity microwave system because of a limited aatlonal-economic requirerlstlc of all systems with
their unsultablllty for roultlL

ment, the equipment is purchased abroad, as in the case of the PPM-24/28
from Hungary, the M24-400 from Finland, and so on.

However, by partially ex-

ce message and employing Into, the number of channels In
i of the systems produced by
«ist the possibilities of tlme-

In the Soviet Union there has already been a turnover of several generations
of limited-channel microwave systems.

Our first FM-type LCML's, placed in

full-scale production as e^rly as 1949—1950, such as the RRS-1 radio link
with frequency division of channels, frequency modulalion, and a capacity
of 2 telephone and 2 telegraph channels operating in the 60—70-MHz band,
employed vacuum tubes throughout ^> °).

The first domestic decimeter multi-

■aturlng a technique known as

channel pulse systems with PCM to be produced by our industry in large quanti-

eh utilises fully the statlstl-

ties were also of the tube-type.

eupancy (busy-c.ondi.tlon) statls-

transistorization, although vacuum components were still retained In the SHF

jystems employing this form of

equipment.

Ore channels.

generation of domestic 24-channel decimeter-band systems ^ '

It would appear,

■branched comnunlcatlon netfcop-anü-Insertlon filters at the

The next LCML generation featured extensive

By way of example, one might cite the URL-24 - one of the second
.

We now

have low-channel radio-relay systems which are transistorized throughout,
including the SHF instrumentation.

|t effectively used for links
raffic becween two points (e.g.,

One such LCML, designed for oblast-wld.j traffic, is the "Konteyner"
^"Contalner^/ - an unattended, fully automatic FM link engineered for 12
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telephone channels operating In the 400-MHz band.

By employing high-power

ference - since in most

transistors together with varactor frequency multipliers, It was possible

fore located in the Imai

to achieve relatively high transmitter output and to ensure high-quality

continuous Increase in t

coununlcations over compact antenna devices.

latlon, leads to the nee

The state of the semiconductor

art makes possible the design of links In a variety of bands not only with

favor of new methods whl

frequency modulation, but also of pulse-type PCM, FPhM, and delta-modulation

to noise In general.

systems.

tlon of the allocated be

An example of this class of microwave system is the highly compact

Th

Hungarian-developed six-channel DM-400/6 delta-modulation microwave system

Interference-free operat

for operation in the 400-MHz band.

that the frequency bands
These considerations, as

Within the limitations of a survey article of this kind It is naturally
by advanced semlconducto
not possible to cite all the accomplishments which have been made In this
corporatlng PCM-AM, PCMarea in the USSR and abroad, to say nothing of providing comprehensive
and relatively narrow ba
technical specifications for the equipment presently In use.

Still, some

general trends In LCML development can be outlined.

The PCM and delta-m
LCML advances are beconi

It is now quite clear that the second generation of fully transistorized
coding and decoding has
low-capacity microwave systems will be replaced by LCML's based on solidslble to transmit by the
state components and film technology.

Although it Is even now possible to
group spectrum of 600 an

build such systems, this is not always an economically sound approach and
Efforts are being made t<
for this reason solid-state and film technology is being Introduced Into
low-capacity microwave series production on a gradual basis, as production

operation by transmlttlni
(SSB signals) by direct

expands and the cost of these component; comes down.
research which has been i
Cost, power-consumption, and size reduction, along with reliability en-

the signals of several Li

hancement, are not the only problems being studied by low-rapacity microwave
engineers.

The very essence of the employment of these systems, consisting

RPT ■ relative phase te'

as it does in the Inability to isolate them from numerous sources of inter-

FTD-HT-23-711-71
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PUP
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By employing high-power

fPPnpnmiHiiw

ference - since in most cases they handle engineering traffic und are there-

tlplters, It was possible

fore located in the imneJlate vicinity of industrial facilities - and in the

1 to ensure high-duality

continuous increase in the iiumber of links and in the density of their Instal-

I state of the semiconductor

lation, leads to the need to abandon the classic methods of transmission in

Ity of bands not only with

favor of new methods which will be far less exposed to nutu-H interference and

, PPhM, and delta-modulation

to noise In general.

lystero Is the highly compact

tion of the allocated bands, requiring that different LCML's be capable of

»dulatlon microwave system

interference-free operation in the same region on identical frequencies or

I

that the frequei y bands necessary for LCNL operation be maximally compiessed.

There is also the problem of optimizing the exploita-

These considerations, as well as the opportunities made available to designers
if this kind It is naturally
th have been made in this

by advanced semiconductor engineering, explain why LCML's are increasingly incorporating PCM-AM, PCM-FM, and PCM-RPT* systems tor their hl^h nci^-rt^istar.e

fovidlng comprehensive
md relatively narrow band occupancy.
ttly in use.

Still, some

id.

The PCM and delta-modulation systems uliich have developed In line with
LCML advances are becoming more and more important,

i

i'he technique of pulte

itlon of fully transistorized

coding and decoding has been perfected to *he degree that it Is even now posy LCML's based on solid-

sible to transmit by the PCM method virtually iny message, including the
t is even now possible to

group spectrum of 600 and more channel groups and even television signals.
tally sound approach and
■ being introduced into

dual basis, as production

Efforts are being made to compress the frequency band required for microwave
operation by transmitting the group spectrum of the multichannel mebsage
(SSB signals) by direct frequency shift to the transmission carrier.

The

wn.

research which has been carried out indicates that the problem of trinsmitting
along with reliability enE

the signals of several LCML's on a single frequency Is also soluble through

I by low-raninity microwave
these systems, consisting

RPT = relative phase telegraphy - Translator's Note.

•umerous sources of inter-

[•TC-HT-^-Yl 1-71
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the use of composite signals of complex form which can be recopni/ed on the
basis of definite attributes Imparted during their formation - forms and
addresses.

The use of such complex, nultidimensional signals In multi-

channel long-line radio-relay links Is unlikely.

Low-channel links would

seem to offer better prospects In this respect,
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